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This fully illustrated feng shui guide has been specially designed to enhance your full potential in

2016, the year of the FIRE MONKEY. It uses the traditional Chinese calendar to assist you in

selecting the best and most auspicious days & times for activities and events such as weddings,

renovations, travelling, opening a business and more. This almanac includes auspicious and

inauspicious activities, daily earthly branch and conflict animal, and good, average and unlucky

hours. Power-packed with practical application tips and frequently used tables and charts, this feng

shui almanac will prove to be your indispensable desktop companion. Featuring auspicious dates

and times for scheduling important events plus Flying Stars, Renovation Rules, Astrology Affinities,

Good and Bad Luck Stars and more!
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QUESTION on how to use ALMANAC and DIARY. I was born on the Year of the Rabbit and bought

both the Almanac and the diary for the Year of the Rabbit 2011. When I compare there are days

where the 2 are not consistent (eg. Feb 2 - good day on Diary but bad day on almanac. Feb 4 - bad

day on diary, good day on Almanac). Which one do I follow ? Is this an error in printing? If so, I want

my money back. Can somebody please clarify ? I put just 2 stars because of this inconsistency.

Thanks.

This is a first-time purchase and thus have only used it for a few months. The calendar is visually

pleasing and compact to sit comfortably on your desk without taking up much real estate. However,

it left me a bit wanting for someone who is not familiar with feng shui. It would have been more



enjoyable to have further details on certain aspects like how to deal with those days that are

considered "unfortunate" or even how to react to having a sign that worked against the Good/Bad

days. I guess that's where her other books perhaps are supplemental?I did rather enjoy having the

lunar calendar indicated (albeit it is Chinese) as well as when the full and new moon were since I

have found myself resonating with the moon. I also liked the gloss of the pages and the harder

stock material being used. It gave it a rather nice sheen and feel which would most certainly

contribute to the longevity of the calendar. The additional information (i.e. Renovation Rules,

Kitchen feng shui, descendants luck, etc.) were helpful to read through as well. Overall, I think it's a

purchase worth getting if you have interest in feng shui and would like a visual piece to glance at.

Before you read all this, realize I did give this 5 stars. I do feel it's a great reference for the person

familiar with Feng Shui. However, if you are unfamiliar with Feng Shui (especially with Traditional

Compass), you may find it contains the good, the bad and the ugly. (Black Hat Feng Shui is a bit

less complex and focuses more on cures and enhancements.)INDIVIDUAL CALENDAR

PAGES==>The days on the calendar that have all black symbols can be very daunting. On the days

which all 5 black symbols or "inauspicious activites" (Business, Marriage, Move House, Travel and

Renovation), it says you should "refrain from doing the activities indicated...". So, how do you deal

with any of those aspects such as marriage and business? (Hide in a closet and hope nothings

happens?) Just glancing, in April 2011, there are 12 days with black symbols (2 days that have all 5

symbols). If April has 30 days, then 40% of the month has something non-positive that you have to

be aware of.==>The days/hours breakdown at the bottom of each calendar page is not only very

hard to read, it can be extremely confusing and overwhelming.A newbie to this type of Feng Shui is

going to be overwhelmed and focus so much on the negative aspects that he/she is going to miss

the positive. If you feel you can keep it all in perspective, then it's a great tool for the year.

I buy this book every year. If you are into Feng Shui this is a useful tool!

Great to use throughout the year!

This helps me to get inline with the energies of the year

I have studied feng shui for years, esp. Lillian too teachings. This book has a typo...it states the

southeast 1 star is afflicted illness star, says the same thing for center star.



Love, love, love the Feng Shui Almanac! Using it to maximize my positive energy as well as

minimize the negative. This is hugely helpful and will be an annual purchase from now on : )
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